
 

“The lives of great men remind us, we can make our 

lives sublime, and, departing, leave behind us,         

footprints on the sands of time.” -  Henry Wadsworth 

Longfellow  

“मैं दसूरों के लिए लमसाि नहीं बनना चाहता। िेलकन शायद कुछ 
पढ़ने वािों को प्रेरणा लमि े लक अंलतम सखु रूह और आत्मा की 
तस्कीन  है, खदुा की रहमत, उनकी लवरासत ह।ै …िेलकन खदुा की 
रहमत कभी खत्म नहीं होगी।    गुलज़ार 
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Notable Quotable 

“Creativity is    

intelligence      

having fun.”  

–Albert Einstein  

Hon’ble former President of India, Bharat Ratna Dr. A. P. J Abdul Kalam - an 

innovator, a scientist, a President and above all a great humanitarian - has been 

an inspiring personality of our times.  

Dr. Kalam was born on October 15th, 1931 at Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu, India. 

He graduated from Saint Joseph's College, Tiruchirappalli and then studied 

aerospace engineering from the Madras Institute of Technology (MIT). After 

graduating from MIT, Dr. Kalam became the chief scientist at the Aeronautical    

Development Agency, Defence Research and Development Organisation 

(DRDO). After flourishing years in DRDO and Indian Space   Research Organi-

sation (ISRO), Dr. Kalam served as the 11th President of India from the year 

2002 to 2007. After demitting the office of President of India, Dr. Kalam served 

as a visiting professor in various universities and esteemed  institutions.   

Vision 2020 

Dr. Kalam's Vision 2020 is based on five core important areas: (1) Agriculture 

and food processing (2) Education and Healthcare (3) Information and        

Communication Technology (4) Infrastructure including Reliable and Quality 

Electric power, Surface transport and Infrastructure for all parts of the          

country, and (5) Self-reliance in critical technologies. He envisioned that the 

youth of India, based on their core competencies, would be able to use their 

creativity, innovation and scientific research and technological innovation, 

which would also make them the enablers of meeting the 2020 vision of India. 



Dr. Kalam on Youth Power 

The famous writer and poet Gulzar mentioned Dr. Kalam as:   

‘मैं एक गहरा कुआ ंह  ंइस जमीन पर, बेशुमार लड़के-लड़ककयों के कलए,  

जो उनकी प्यास बझुाता रह ं। उसकी बेपनाह रहमत उसी तरह ज़रे-ज़रे पर बरसती है,  

जैसे कुआ ंसबकी प्यास बुझाता है। इतनी सी कहानी है मेरी।’ [1] 

Dr. Kalam once mentioned, “I feel comfortable in the company of 

young people, particularly high school students. Henceforth,            

I intend to share with them experiences, helping them to ignite their        

imagination and preparing them to work for a developed India for 

which the road map is already available.” [2] 

In his last speech on “How to make our planet more liveable?”, which he was going to deliver at 

the Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Shillong, he wrote “Youth dynamics is the greatest      

opportunity available to the nations, since the ignited minds of the youth is more powerful          

resource on the earth, above the earth and under the earth. This should create a global human      

resource cadre and global young entrepreneur cadre who will work for world vision …”[3] 
 

Dr. Kalam’s thoughts on Creativity and Innovation 

In his Address at the Valedictory function of the 3rd International Conference on Creativity and 

Innovation at Grassroots (ICCIG-2015), Dr. Kalam said, “Creativity is a process through which, we 

can continuously improve ideas and find unique solutions by making gradual alterations and     

refinements to our works. Innovations come through creativity. Creativity comes from beautiful 

minds. The important aspect of creativity is seeing the same thing as everybody else, but thinking 

of something different.” [4]  

According to him a nation’s economic development is powered 

by competitiveness. Competitiveness is powered by knowledge. 

Knowledge power is powered by technology. Technology is   

powered by innovation. Technology and innovation are         

powered by resource investment. Innovation opens up new     

vistas of  knowledge and new dimensions to our imagination to 

make everyday life more meaningful and richer in depth and content. Innovation is born out of 

creativity. In a knowledge society, we have to make innovations continuously.  [4] 

He felt that innovation and creativity ultimately results into the culture of excellence. 

In his note on “Innovation is the capital”, Dr. Kalam mentions that growth competitiveness is     

determined by the innovative ability of any institution or organization. This innovation arises 

from institutional initiative and the research and development productivity of the firm. Innovation 

is the prime mover for engineering design, engineering development, value addition and           

production. [5] 
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Creativity comes 

from beautiful minds. 



 

Dr. Kalam’s World Vision 2030  

As part of his last speech, which he was going to deliver at IIM, Shillong, he wrote the World       

Vision 2030. He wrote “The humanity needs a great vision to forget all the conflicts and move      

towards a common goal of peace and prosperity for all the global citizens. We visualize the birth of 

world vision leading to ‘livable planet earth’. This vision will be greater than any other vision so far 

envisioned by the humanity.” [6] 

Before concluding, he wrote the following in his speech: 

“I wish to share some more ideals on how righteousness of the heart of the human being leads to a 

perfect life of an enlightened citizen. When I visit divine places in India, I realize how righteousness 

in the heart is propagated as our civilizations strength”. Let me recite the hymn: 
 

Righteousness in the heart 

Where there is righteousness in the heart 

There is beauty in the character. 

When there is beauty in the character, 

There is harmony in the home. 

When there is harmony in the home, 

There is an order in the nation. 

When there is order in the nation, 

There is peace in the world. 
 

Dr. Kalam in the IGNOU Campus 

IGNOU had the good fortune of his association 

as he was the Visitor of this University when he 

was the President of India from 2002 to 2007.   It 

was indeed a pleasurable moment for the         

University when in 2005 he visited IGNOU for its        

16th Annual Convocation, which also happened 

to be the 20th year of the  existence of the         

University.  

In his Convocation speech, he said “In the         

21st century, a new society is emerging where 

knowledge is the primary production resource. 

The knowledge society is powered by the ability 

to create and maintain the knowledge                

infrastructure, develop knowledge workers and 

enhance their productivity through creation, 

growth and exploitation of new knowledge. 

Knowledge is converted into wealth for social 

good through the process of innovation. Hence there is an urgent need to establish an                     

innovation system…” 
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Thus, he strongly emphasized on the need innovation in Distance Education and it was the need 

of the hour for the IGNOU learners to build capacities for competiveness in the five areas of       

research and questioning skills, entrepreneurship, high technology use, moral leadership and   

creativity. He advised that IGNOU, therefore, needed to develop a high technology network     

coupled with the  latest content created by the teachers through research and study. 

He showed a path for IGNOU to be followed in the coming years in alignment with his dream of   

seeing India as a knowledge superpower. In the year 2005, in 16th Annual Convocation speech , he 

left us with these inspiring words ‘What should be IGNOU’s dream? …. IGNOU’s dream should 

be to become a Virtual University.’   
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Action Research to Increase Student Participation in Academic Counseling for 

Professional Programme: Strategy for Ensuring Quality in ODL 

Introduction 

When learners join a programme in IGNOU, s/he is assigned a Programme Study Centre (PSC) 

which is an approved and recognized Centre for offering the selected programme. Subject wise 

counseling is provided at the PSC by the academic counselors who are experienced teachers of the 

conventional system and are appointed by the Regional Centre as per the approved criteria. The  

motivated learner of IGNOU is expected to go through the study material and clear his/ her doubts 

regarding the material during the academic counseling sessions. Face to face counseling is the most 

traditional form of delivering education in ODL and in majority of the programmes, a minimum 

10% of total study hours are provided for counseling session, but in professional skill based          

programmes it varies and attendance is compulsory.  
 

For the three years Post Basic B.Sc. Nursing (P.B. B.Sc. Nursing) programme of IGNOU, the target 

population includes in-service nurses. The highly motivated learners join the programme after     

entrance test. For joining all the in-service nurses are required to take an NOC from their               

organizations as it is compulsory to attend the theory and Practical counseling session every year,  

and for this they are expected to take leave for 50-54 days each year. It is the beauty of the           

http://www.bhaskar.com/news/ABH-editorial-on-abdul-kalam-by-gulzar-5066240-NOR.html
http://india.yourstory.com/read/fb671f92b2/the-person-who-inspired-me-the-most-the-missile-man-of-india-the-missile-man
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programme that students do attend the counseling sessions and complete their attendance             

requirement i.e. 75% in theory and 90% in practical, otherwise they are not allowed to sit in           

examination. 
 

Since 2008, the author has been an academic counselor for one of the course and has been            

providing academic counseling for 12 hours for a batch of 30 students in the 1st year. Initially       

author followed the traditional way of counseling i.e. doubt clarification and tutoring. But with this 

the student     attendance in class was always limited to 12 to 15 students and majority of them 

used to leave the class early. The students used to attend the counseling sessions just to complete 

the attendance.  
 

A study conducted to prepare an information system for academic counselors in ODL by                

Dr. S. Kishore, in the year 2013-14, highlighted the information sub-domains under the               

management in handling of academic counseling sessions. The majority of the mentioned domains 

are covered in the present action research. 

Objectives of the Study 

 To increase student participation in academic counseling sessions 

 To improve regularity and maintain punctuality among learners during academic counseling. 
 

Methodology 

The following diagram presents the model followed. 

 

 

 
 

 
Nursing Process Model  

The nursing process model as shown in the diagram above was followed.  
 

i) Assessment (Part-1) 

Focus group discussion was conducted with the learners: 

 to explore the reason for irregularity. 

 to identify the expectations of learners for academic counseling. 
 

The following reasons for irregularity were mentioned by the learners during the focus group      

discussion.: 

 Counselors should be student-friendly. 

 Counseling sessions could be made more interactive and friendly. 

 The counselor should get in touch with the learner more often so that the communication gap is 

bridged. 
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 Counselor should facilitate group reading. 

These are concluded in other research studies also (Das and Ghosh, 2010 -2011, 2012).  
 

ii) Assessment (Part-II on first day) 

Content orientation was given to the learners. The theory unit’s content was divided into three 

headings using maxims of teaching from known to unknown as follows: 

a. Known – concepts read in previous qualification. 

b. Aware of – as all learners are in-service nurses and have exposure to work in existing 

health system with experience in the service. 

c. Unknown - new concept not covered in previous qualification. 
 

iii) Planning  

a. For all the topics under ‘Known’ category 

Topics/units were assigned to students for panel discussion presentation. One unit was 

given to three students, with instructions that if anyone will be absent then other members 

of group will be responsible for completion of presentation. The whole class will have to 

participate in discussion after presentation. 

b. For all the topics under ‘Aware of’ category 

Whole class was divided into five groups and topics were given to be read in the group. It 

was clarified that after reading in the group, one representative will present brief of the      

content and rest of the members will share by giving examples. The author who was the   

counselor acted as a facilitator in group work and helped if they missed any concept. 
 

c. For all the topics under ‘Unknown’ category 

Lecture cum discussion method with help of PPT was used to make them understand the 

content. Dates were finalized as per the availability of session.  

-   Class representative was selected and contact number and email ID was given to all the 

learners and taken their email IDs also 

- All the students were asked to interact with the author through mail or telephone if 

they find any difficulty. 

- Schedule of all the units with date was prepared and informed to all the learners. 

- It was decided that any change will be informed to all the learners if Academic        

counselor will do any and vice versa. 
 

 The sessions were planned in the following manner: 

 First two session were given for ( b) 

 Next two were assigned for (a) 

 Last two were given for (c) and last hour was given for all kinds of doubts if any        

students have. 
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iv) Implementation 

All the session were taken as per planned schedule. 
 

Impact of the Adopted Strategies 

 Attendance increased from 12-15 to 25-28. 

 Regularity and punctuality was maintained. 

 Student were happy to take presentation for peer group as teacher.  

 Majority of the students were contacted through telephone for confirmation of class.    

 Doubts related to presentations were clarified after presentation and group work. 

 Some of the student contacted through e-mail also. 
 

This action research gave an idea to researcher to further explore the strategies to increase       

student participation during Academic counseling sessions in ODL  
 

Uniqueness of this Study 

 Orientation of students to theoretical content. 

 Planning the session using maxims of teaching from known to unknown. 

 Distribution of topic for individual presentation and group presentation with detailed             

instructions.  

 Preparation of schedule for each topic with date. 

 Selection of Class Representative (CR) and giving contact no. to all the learners. 

 Any change in the session was informed by the academic counsellor  to learner or by CR to 

academic counsellor. 

 Last hour session was kept for all kinds of doubts related to course. 
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Innovations in Assignments for the MA in  

Women’s & Gender Studies Programme 
The MA in Women’s & Gender Studies programme was launched in 2013. Originally, assignments 

for all courses of MAWGS were structured as per the commonly used model of university           

assignments.  Given the unique nature of this programme and the niche area of  knowledge it  

covers, it was agreed that faculty members would continue to oversee evaluations of assignments 

and exams in order to assess learner impact. 

In the initial phases of the programme, it was found that although many learners responded well 

on assignments, a few learners tended to repeatedly copy material verbatim from the SLM or from 

external sources. Faculty also felt that given the nature of the course material and its focus on     

issues of gender equality, it was important to explore creative ways of making assignment       

questions so that learners are encouraged to connect the readings to lived realities. 

Thus, MAWGS assignments now regularly incorporate questions which ask the learner to engage 

with issues beyond the course material, while using the latter as a basis of critical enquiry. For    

instance, newspaper clippings about relevant matters, articles on gender issues, recent legal        

rulings related to the status of women, and other related issues are provided to the learners as part 

of the assignment questions.  These questions push the learner to use the study material as a    

theoretical basis for analyzing/ responding to/ agreeing or disagreeing with the viewpoint          

presented in the  article/ editorial.  Sometimes, learners are asked to respond to a film or a        

YouTube video with the help of their theoretical understanding of gender issues. Other creative 

ways of conceptualizing questions have also been incorporated. For instance, in the 2nd year 

‘Gender, Literature, Culture’ specialization course, learners are exposed to readings which              

encourage them to examine literary texts from a gender perspective. An assignment may thus  

contain a fragment of an unread poem, or else the learner may be asked to write a brief poem of 

her own, followed by an analysis of the construction of gendered identities within the given poem 

with the help of the course material. In other 2nd year courses, such as MWG 006 (Gendered     

Nation) and MWG 010 (Women and Political Process), assignments bring out the ongoing debates 

related to the course material in such a way that the students are critically engaged with the   

socio-political reality and are able to relate this to day to day life. Some examples of assignment 

questions from different courses of the programme are given below to illustrate the above: 

Example 1 

Course Code  : MWG 001 

Course Title  : Theories & Concepts in Women’s & Gender Studies 

Assignment No. : MWG 001/AST/TMA-2014 
 

Read any news item which focuses on gender equality/ gender violence.  Share this news item 

with a few members of your peer group/ friends/ family.  Based on your discussions, ask them to 

offer their definitions of the notion of ‘sexual empowerment’ and note these down. Present your           



response to this activity in the following way: 

a. List the various definitions of sexual empowerment that you have collected based on your         

discussion (4 to 6 should be adequate) without naming the sources.  

b. Read Section 1.7 in Block 3, Unit 1 of MWG 001.  Based on your understanding of the course     

material, and your own views on this subject, provide your own definition of ‘sexual                   

empowerment’. 

c. What steps would you suggest to improve the level of ‘sexual empowerment’ in our society? 

Example 2 

Course Code  : MWG 001 

Course Title  : Theories & Concepts in Women’s & Gender Studies 

Assignment No. : MWG 001/AST/TMA-2014 
 

Read the news item placed below: (Sunday Express, Feb 2nd, 2014). 

‘The Long March Against 377’ by Meghnad Desai 

About 20 years ago, a young Indian economist then working in the UK came to see me. He asked 

for my advice whether he should go back and settle. I said, of course, he should.  

But then he ‘came out’ and said would he have a problem about being gay. My view was that 

there was nothing in Hinduism, unlike the Abrahamic religions, which formally disapproved of             

homosexuality. Indian society, especially since the modernisation during Victorian times had,     

however, picked up some puritanical notions, which found sex loathsome especially gay sex. 

But if he did not flaunt his preferences I felt he should be alright. 

This was as it turned out. The young man returned and is now at home in India. 

I thought of this as the Supreme Court rejected all appeals against it setting aside the Delhi High 

Court verdict which came near to the expunging of Section 377 from the IPC. At that time, it 

seemed the government may strongly object to the Supreme Court’s verdict on appeal, but that 

does not seem to have worked. The only option remaining is for legislation to be brought before 

Parliament to formally remove the section from the IPC. How likely is that? 

Parliamentary activities are fragile and frenetic in any case. After the election, there may be less 

of a dogfight every day, at least for the first two or three years. Can we hope that Parliament will 

then undertake the bold step of removing Section 377? This will depend on the winners in 2014, 

and if the BJP is the winner, as seems most likely, there is little likelihood that the government 

will be   active on that front. As Rajnath Singh said, the BJP is in agreement with the Supreme 

Court on 377 and is unlikely to legislate. 

I do not think a fragile coalition of Third Parties will be any better and the Aam Aadmi Party 

may just end up taking an SMS poll, and who knows what that would say. 

Activists for gay and lesbian freedoms should neither despair nor get angry. I have observed the 

campaign for gay rights in the UK for nearly 50 years and I can say that it is never easy but           

essential to win over a majority of the society to gay rights. While homosexuality was                    
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decriminalised after the Wolfenden Report in the late 1960s, it has taken 40 years in the UK till the 

Conservative Party was finally moved to take a positive attitude towards gay sex. This was         

despite the well-known prevalence of homosexuality in public schools, to which many                

Conservative Party members had been. There have always been ‘closet gays’ among the MPs. 

Chris Smith, the MP for the Islington South and Finsbury constituency, was the first MP to come 

out openly. I was active in the party and in the campaign. His open declaration was a watershed 

event. 

The Labour Party was active in the gay rights campaign but even within the party there were     

conservative elements. Trade unionists were radical on bread and butter issues but dead against 

gay sex. The Conservative government under Margaret Thatcher was adamant on gay teachers    

being prevented from inculcating their ‘disease’ into young minds. Time and again we fought to 

have sections of the Education Act removed which were anti-gay. The Church of England has 

had to confront the presence of gay bishops. The Catholic Church is just now being brought into 

the 21 century by Pope Francis, but even so there will be years before there are openly gay priests 

in the Holy Church. 

Indian gays thus face a long campaign to educate their parents and teachers and friends to adopt 

a healthy and supportive attitude. The task cannot be done from above by a court verdict. What is 

needed is the broad consensual acceptance of gay lifestyle being as normal as any other lifestyle. 

This will not be easy. Political leadership is a vital ingredient in such a campaign as Bill Clinton 

and Barack Obama have shown. Who is there in India to give political voice to gay rights?       

Narendra Modi, Rahul Gandhi or Arvind Kejriwal? Or someone new may yet emerge. 

(Source: http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/the-long-march-against-377/) 
 

a. Do you agree or disagree with the views expressed by the author of this article? 

b. Construct an argument for or against the opinion with the help of what you have understood 

about legal issues concerning Section 377.  Please also refer to the updates on legal rulings      

provided to you on the discussion forum or by visiting the following link:  

http://judis.nic.in/supremecourt/imgs1.aspx?filename=41070  
 

Example 3 

Course Code  : MWG 001 

Course Title  : Theories & Concepts in Women’s & Gender Studies 

Assignment No. : MWG 001/AST/TMA-2014 
 

Watch any one the following films: 

a. Pakeeza  b. Umrao Jaan (any version)  c. Dirty Picture  d. Kahaani  e. Fashion 

i. According to you, does the film re-enforce or present a critique of the commodification of the  

emale body?  Comment with the help of what you have read in Block 5, Unit 1 of MWG 001.   

ii. According to you, which one of the formative feminist theories that you have read offers the 

best way to examine and interrogate the notion of sexual objectification? Justify your response. 



 

Example 4 

Course Code  : MWG 002 

Course Title: Gender and Power 

Assignment No. : AST/TMA/MWG002/2014 
 

Write a gendered critique of the Hindi film “Queen‟ released in February, 2014 in the light of 

units   

(Block 1, Unit 1, 2, 3, 4 and the unit on Class in Block 2) that you have read in the course           

material.  
 

Example 5 

Course Title: Gender and Power 

Assignment No. : AST/TMA/MWG002/2014 
 

Watch the following video on Youtube and discuss the same in the backdrop of units on             

Patriarchy, Manifestations of Power, Law as an institution and caste. 
 

The Anarchy of Sexual Violence in India (Anuradha Gandhy Memorial Lecture by                        

Dr. Uma Chakravarti) at www.youtube.com/watch?V=PrD72xmotxE.  
 

Example 6 

Assignment No.      : MWG 011/AST/TMA-2015 

Course Code          : MWG 011 

Course Title           : Women in Economy 
 

(1) Read “Jobs Without Benefits” (Sunday Times of India, January 18, 2015) and analyse it in 

light of Units 1 and 2 of Block 1 and Units 1, 2 &3 of Block 2  of your Study Material. 

                                        OR 

Read “Women look at Maths & Science: GM CEO” (TOI, September 12, 2014). Critique the       

article after reading units of Block 2 and 3. Course Code: MWG 002 
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The fourth meeting of the Innovation Club @ IGNOU was held on 21st July, 2015. In this meeting 

besides, presenting the action taken report on the previous meeting, the basic concept of innovation 

was highlighted and the parameters of innovations devised by the NCIDE for evaluating the        

entries for Gold Medal in Innovation were presented. As a result of discussion, it was suggested 

that NCIDE  should customize the definition of innovation in context with the ODL system.        

Further, it was resolved that the faculty members may be requested to suggest some innovative 

model to ensure that the students make full use of study material developed by the IGNOU.  It was 

also suggested to experiment with the Open Book Exam System to involve the students in learning 

process and also to curb the use of unfair means, if any.  
 

In this context, Prof. Anu Aneja offered to explore the possibility of Open Book Exams in SOGDS 

after consulting with the concerned course coordinators for the BDP Elective Gender Sensitization 

course currently under development.  
 

Further, Dr. Ghosh suggested to develop Guided Practical Exercise Book also for practical based 

courses. It was also suggested to explore whether we can improve the existing assignment system 

on the lines of open book exam. It was also proposed to organize a half day seminar on some topic 

related to ODL. This was agreed upon by all and it was suggested that there could be a series of 

such seminars. Further, it was decided that the first such seminar may focus on Innovations in       

Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation of Students’ Assignments in ODL System. It 

was also suggested that a web portal be created for the IGNOU Alumni and Regional Centres may 

be  requested to publish the portal. 

Innovationclub@IGNOU 

NCIDE 
National Centre for Innovation 

in Distance Education 

 
Block G, Zakir Hussain Bhawan, 

New Academic Complex,  

Maidan Garhi, New Delhi-110068 

 

Phone: 91-011-29536413,  

Fax: 91-011-29536398 

E-mail: ncide@ignou.ac.in 

 

The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education 

(NCIDE) was established in December 2005. It is a facility for 

promoting, supporting,  re-engineering and disseminating 

innovations in Open and Distance Learning (ODL) system. The 

NCIDE is a ground for nurturing bright and inquisitive minds 

whose ideas and explorations are  expected to revolutionise the 

ODL system to suit the needs of  Gennext. The Centre's goal is to 

develop a culture of continued search for new and innovative 

solutions to offer  seamless education for all, achieve cost 

efficiency in its operations and provide borderless access to 

quality education and training.  

We look forward to receiving your suggestions for this                         

e-newsletter. We also welcome your contributions for the future 

issues. Please send us your emails addressed to the Director, 

NCIDE at: ncide@ignou.ac.in. This newsletter is also available at: 

http://iblog.ignouonline.ac.in/iblog/index.php/ennovate-august-2015/    
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